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1. E-participation for intended users does not include

     	      Cost reduction

     	      Greater productivity and efficiency

     	      Incresed users satisfaction

     	--->> Resource rationalization

2. Network activated as a response to a specific situation-typically an emergency 
situation is know is

     	      Supply Chain

     	--->> Ad- Hoc

     	      Service contract

     	      Channel Partnership

3. Which of these regions has the highest e-government development in the world

     	      North America

     	      Western Asia

     	      South-Asia

     	--->> Europe

4. The level of Policy- making engagement that discusses what personal information 
are needed and collected is known as

     	      Accessibility

     	      Evaluation

     	--->> Rules of engagement

     	      Resources and promotion

5. Which of the following is not a function of Public Policy?
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     	      setting rules an defining areas within the organisation's role

     	      planning tools for goal setting and service delivery

     	      Princple that quide actions

     	--->> Defining the Personality of individual actions

6. Government that is cheaper is the one that

     	--->> Produces the same outputs at lower cost

     	      Produces more outputs at the same total cost

     	      Produces more outputs at the same total cost in less time

     	      Producec new outputs

7. One of these government activated  network are used in the department of Defence 
and Department of Transportation

     	--->> Supply Chain

     	      Ad-Hoc

     	      Service contract

     	      Channel Partnership

8. Which of these form of e-democracy is ICT a pre-conditon for democracy to support 
coordination among decision makers?

     	      Liberal Democracy

     	      Delibrate Democracy

     	--->> Direct Democracy

     	      Partician Democracy

9. which of these developing countries has the highest in trems of e-government 
Rediness index 2015

     	--->> Republic of Korea

     	      Europe

     	      Singapour
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     	      Estonia

10. E-participation for projects owners include the following , except

     	      Cost reduction

     	      Resource rationalisation

     	      Greater productivity and

     	--->> Governance
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